Guest Editors’ Introduction

Xiaoru Yuan, Baoquan Chen, Koji Koyamada, and Issei Fujishiro

In the big data era, we are witnessing an unprecedented amount of information emerging from every aspect of society and daily life. Effectively handling and comprehending such data is key to gaining value and insight from them, and designing proper visualization and analysis tools is then critical for data interaction.

WordlePlus: Expanding Wordle’s Use through Natural Interaction and Animation

Jaemin Jo, Bongshin Lee, and Jinwook Seo

The interactive authoring tool WordlePlus is an extension of Wordle, a popular visualization technique that correlates word frequency with display size. Via pen and touch interaction, WordlePlus gives users more control over wordles by allowing them to manipulate word placement and groupings and incorporate visuals and animation.

Key-Node-Separated Graph Clustering and Layouts for Human Relationship Graph Visualization

Takayuki Itoh and Karsten Klein

Many graph-drawing methods apply node-clustering techniques based on edge density to find tightly connected subgraphs and then hierarchically visualize the clustered graphs. The proposed graph visualization technique for attribute-embedded graphs separately visualizes the key nodes by accounting for a combination of connections and attributes.

ENTVis: A Visual Analytic Tool for Entropy-Based Network Traffic Anomaly Detection

Fangfang Zhou, Wei Huang, Ying Zhao, Yang Shi, Xing Liang, and Xiaoping Fan

Entropy-based traffic metrics have received much attention in network traffic anomaly detection, but practical issues still hinder widespread adoption. The visual analytic tool ENTVis provides coherent visual analysis that makes entropy-based traffic features more intuitive and helps users interpret network data and more quickly identify traffic anomalies.

Angle-Preserving Quadrilateral Mesh Parameterization

Wenyong Gong, Xiaohua Xie, Rui Ma, and Tieru Wu

In response to the growing use of quadrilateral meshes in real-world applications, a method for the direct parameterization of quadrilateral meshes is now necessary. The two proposed algorithms map a topological disk surface onto a Euclidean plane and map a topological sphere surface onto a unit sphere.
Feature

60 Vortex Filaments in Grids for Scalable, Fine Smoke Simulation
Zhang Meng, Si Weixin, Qian Yinling, Sun Hanqiu, Qin Jing, and Pheng-Ann Heng

Effectively simulating intensive and finely detailed smoke with fast increasing vortex filaments and smoke particles is still a research challenge. The proposed vortex filament-in-grids scheme balances simulation speed and the scale of details as well as reduces computation costs.
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